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Patient Care Affordability

Clinical Transformation strives to enhance care,
reduce costs
Care Variation Management

MMC is in the midst of a significant effort that
promises to dramatically change the way we
provide care by improving our processes and
standardizing care practices.

Teams are working to standardize and streamline
our processes—critical steps on the journey to
improve care and manage expenses.

Clinical Transformation, part of the Patient Care
Affordability initiative, focuses on three areas
with potential to make a significant impact:

We’ve identified four areas to focus on first:
• Tracheotomy/Ventilator
• Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery (CABG)

Care Management
A team consisting of a care manager, social
worker, and care management associate now helps
facilitate and coordinate a patient’s care. The team
ensures the patient is at the appropriate level of
care, checks the progress of care each day, and
identifies and assists with complicated discharges.

Interdisciplinary Care Rounds
These daily meetings include a broader team of
caregivers: the patient’s nurse, a care manager,
a social worker, a physician, nurse practitioner,
or physician assistant, as well as staff from
Rehabilitation, Nutrition, Pulmonary, and
Pharmacy. Team members discuss the progression
of care, barriers to improvement, and expected
length of stay, then develop a plan for safe
transitions. This leads to greater continuity
of care, reduced delays in care or discharge,
and fewer readmissions.

• Heart Failure
• Small and Large Bowel Surgery
Interdisciplinary teams are working on
improvement opportunities, which were identified
by comparing MMC to similar hospitals. We hope
to reduce our cost of care by at least
$1 million in each area.

The goal of Clinical Transformation is to
“improve patient outcomes at a lower
cost,” says Joel Botler, MD, Physician
Leader of Adult Medicine. Dr. Botler
notes that common themes of these
initiatives include reducing length of
stay, decreasing readmissions, and
improving our patients’ experience.
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President’s Message
Mercy in the News
You may have seen or read
the news coverage about
Mercy Hospital’s intent to be
sold to Massachusetts-based
Steward Health Care System,
a for-profit health care
provider. I’m sure you have
questions, and I wanted to
provide some answers and reassurance.
Many hospitals have been struggling over recent
years. Mercy officials have acknowledged their lack
of growth and poor financial performance. While
many may speculate as to why Mercy is selling
to Steward Health Care System, I can say with
complete confidence that Maine Medical Center
is not in a similar position.
Despite pressures brought on by a poor economy,
this is a time filled with promise and opportunity
for the medical center. Our strategic plan provides
a foundation and backdrop for the next few years
that continue the legacy of forward and progressive
thinking that have become the hallmark of our
organization. We have a solid strategy in place,
and have been executing it with excellent results.
Thanks to the hard work you’ve all done to help
reduce expenses, gain operational efficiencies, and
focus on quality patient care, we’re looking forward
to a bright future in assuring that our community
continues to receive the high standards of care
expected of us.
I do have concerns that are shared by our
community-led Board of Trustees, about the
presence of an out-of-state, for-profit company

entering the Portland community and what it may
mean for the dynamics of providing health care.
Your leadership team is analyzing what impact this
could have on the work we do each day.
Maine Medical Center’s mission—caring for
our community, teaching the next generation of
caregivers, and researching new ways to provide
care – will continue as it has since our founding.
We believe our mission is best achieved by
ensuring all people – regardless of their ability
to pay – have access to quality health care.
Mercy’s transaction is expected to be a long and
protracted process including a Certificate of Need
filing, review by the state’s Attorney General’s
office, and a public comment period. The process
needs to be thoughtful, and the decision should
not be taken lightly.
As we learn more details about this potential sale,
I will certainly keep you updated. In the meantime,
please let your manager, director, or vice president
know of any questions or concerns you may have.
Thank you for everything you do for our patients
and their families.
Respectfully,

Richard W. Petersen
President and Chief Executive Officer

The fourth class in the Maine Medical Center
-Tufts University School of Medicine Medical
School Program was inducted this month in the
Dana Auditorium. Here, student Daniel Pitts
receives a stethoscope, the traditional medical
school welcome gift, from Jo Linder, MD,
Director of Student Affairs, Medical Education.
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Getting to know . . .
Bethany Pinkham

MMP Pediatrics
Improves Care
with More
Hours, More
Availability
The Maine Medical
Partners Pediatrics team
is making it even more
convenient for children
to receive the highest
quality of pediatric care
in a timely, friendly, and
respectful manner.
MMP Pediatrics offers:
• Same day
		 appointments
• Weekday hours as
		 early as 7:30 a.m.

Position:
Training & Development
Supervisor for Environmental
Services, Linen Services,
and Switchboard
Years at MMC:
10
What does your job entail?
Developing educational
materials and delivering
training classes to new and
current employees. Primarily,
I’m responsible for developing
safety and customer service
programs to make sure that
employees and the patients we
care for are safe and receive
great service.
What people may not know
is that:
I write poetry. In the past
I’ve had some of my writing
published in a local newspaper,
but it’s still one of my lifelong
goals to have a collection of
my writing published on a
larger scale.

If I could have lunch with
anyone it would be:
Bono from the band U2. I have
always been inspired by his
ability to balance fame, family,
spirituality, and activism. His
work has motivated me to
be more involved in what’s
happening around me.
I love working at MMC
because:
It’s an environment that allows
me to care for people without
being a clinician. No matter
what job we’re doing here,
the service that we provide
could make the difference
between someone coming back
or choosing to go elsewhere
for their care. Ultimately
this could be a life-changing
decision. I believe there are a
thousand acts of kindness that
our employees offer every day,
and I love being a part of that
community.
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• Weekend and holiday
		 appointments
• After hours triage
		 service to answer 		
		 your urgent 			
		 questions
Laura Schwindt, MD,
assistant medical
director of MMP
Pediatrics says, “We
recognize that kids get
sick unexpectedly, and
being able to see your
doctor is important.
Offering increased
access, especially on
weekends, is a valuable
part of taking care of
children.”
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People News
Walter Pochebit has been named AVP of Facilities at MMC. Walter joined MMC
in 2009 as Director of Construction and Property Management, managing the
Departments of Facilities Development and Department of Property Management.
He is also a member of the MMC Master Facilities Planning Committee, leader of
the MMC Space Allocation Committee, and the leader of the MMC Neighborhood
Association Council.
Prior to joining MMC, Walter was President, Founder, and Owner of Pochebit Co.
Inc., a design and commercial construction management firm, for 27 years.

Walter Pochebit

Renee Fay-LeBlanc, MD, has been appointed to the newly established position of
Primary Care Medical Director, Maine Medical Partners. Dr. Fay-LeBlanc is a graduate
of the University of Vermont College of Medicine with subsequent training in Internal
Medicine at New York University. She joined Maine Medical Partners in 2006 and has
recently served as the Associate Chief Medical Officer, with an emphasis on primary
care and quality improvement.
The following physicians are joining the Maine Medical Center Cancer Institute:
• Justin Baker, MD
• Marco Naguib, MD

Renee
Fay-LeBlanc

• Thomas J. Keating, MD
• Daniil Rolshud (September)
• Tracey Weigel, MD (October)
• Christian A. Thomas, MD (October)
• Christine Lu-Emerson, MD (January)

Facebook Kudos!
What MMC Facebook visitors are saying about us...
Maine Medical Center has the best doctors and nurses. You couldn’t ask for better
care anywhere. They are absolutely the best of the best!
Great doctors and great health care providers ... great oncology dept ...
no need to go to Boston ... Thank you MMC.
Was a patient in the ER ... in terrible pain, and the staff was so wonderful! I
was truly impressed—expected professionalism, but to get all that kindness
from every single one of them was a great boon!
Thanks so much to everyone at MMC for making our stay so pleasant.
Also I would like to say thank you to all of the doctors and nurses of the NICU for
doing an amazing, and still ever-so-impressive, job nursing our son toward good
health. It’s truly more than just a job to you, as you take such a great interest in
our son and also our needs. You’ll never know what you’ve done for our family,
and for that I will forever be greatful!
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Around the Medical Center
Maine Medical Center
Performs One-millionth
Digital Electrocardiogram
In mid-August, a technician at Maine
Medical Center connected a patient to an
electrocardiograph, marking the one-millionth
time the digital diagnostic test has been
conducted at the hospital.
An electrocardiogram (ECG) tracks a patient’s
heartbeat over a 10-second period and provides
information about the heartbeat by measuring
the mild electrical current that runs through the
human body. The technician performing the test
places 10 electrodes to the patient at various areas
of the body.
The first fully-digitized ECGs debuted at MMC
on February 13, 1985. ECGs are invaluable to
cardiologists and emergency room physicians.
Results help health care providers diagnose causes
of chest pain, dizziness, and a host of
other symptoms.

Patients at The Barbara Bush Children’s Hospital were flying high when the Thunderbirds came to visit. The
Airmen shared stories of their supersonic stunts and helped the kids build model planes that went soaring across
the BBCH atrium. Here, patient Stephen is treated to a visit by Captain Blaine Jones, and Staff Sergeant Joseph
“Koda” Khodabakhshian.
A NEWSLETTER FOR THE MAINE MEDICAL CENTER FAMILY
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Our Quality Commitment
Maine Medical Center is committed to providing information about our quality and safety record that is
clear and understandable. We believe that reporting this information supports our mission to deliver the
most effective and safest care to our patients and community. Most every patient care unit at MMC now
has its own Quality Board, where patients, families, and staff can review certain quality measures at any
time. These boards can also be found in public areas at MMC.
We will report MMC-wide measures in each issue of What’s Happening, as shown below. Please watch
for updates every month, and let us know how we can improve the information provided; write to Judy
Lucas, Interim Director, Center for Performance Improvement, LUCASJ1@mmc.org

Patient Experience: What are patients saying about us?
Measures for May 2012
Communication with doctors
Communication with nurses
Responsiveness of staff
Communication about medicines
Quietness
Care transitions

MMC Rate
87%
84%
66%
70%
53%
60%

MMC Target
79%
76%
66.5%
62%
60%
65%

US Average
80%
76%
60%
60%
58%
65%

Patient Care: How often do we deliver recommended care?
Measure for April 2012
Heart attack
Measures for April 2012
Surgical care
Heart failure
Measures for May 2012
Pneumonia

MMC Rate
96%

MMC Target
98%

US Average
95%

96%
100%

95%
95%

84%
88%

100%

98%

86%

Readmission Rates: How often do our adult patients come back to the
hospital within 30 days of their discharge?
Measure for February 2012

Readmitted within 30 days:

176

Readmission rate:

12.0%

Smart Pump: How often do we use the safety features?
Measure for May 2012

MMC

76.3%

Target

75%

For further information, visit the Balanced Scorecard on MMC’s intranet or contact the Center for
Performance Improvement at 662-2018.
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August Anniversaries

Elizabeth Purington
30 Years
40 Years
Barbara Doughty, BBCH
35 Years
Harry Campbell,
Central Services
Theresa Carey,
Patient Accounts
Philip Estes, Distribution
30 Years
Michael Belcher,
Physical Therapy
Denise Bourgoin, Radiology
Suellen Clark, Family Center
Cindy Johnston,
Pulmonary Medicine
Elizabeth Purington, 		
Radiology
Diane Vachon,
Gibson Pavilion
25 Years
Kelly Blackwell, R7
Marie Calvert,
Care Management
Sharon Crawford, Radiology
Stacy Dean,
Health Information 		
Management
Kathleen Demmons, R4
Dale Edgecomb, Admitting
Marie Harmon,
Central Services
Kathy Huhtala, MMCRI
Rosemary Munson, BBCH
Maureen Parrott,
Nuclear Medicine
Angela Rojecki, NICU
Hector Tarraza, OB/GYN
Constance Vatsinaris,
Patient Accounts
Lorna Wales, Birth Center

Diane Vachon
30 Years
20 Years
Toni Galley, Cardiology
April Hodgdon,
Patient Accounts
Roland Neely, Distribution
Linda Reinholdtsen, MMCRI
15 Years
Laurie Anderson,
Health Information 		
Management
Ruth Grady-Carver,
Care Management
Susan Horton,
Speech Therapy
Nathan Lawler,
Nutrition Services
Jeffrey Merrill, CICU
Nina Swan, R1
Jennifer Warner, OR
Sherry Wilcox,
Patient Accounts
10 Years
Brian Berry, Distribution
Tabitha Blanchard, 		
Information Services
Irwin Brodsky, Diabetes
Diane Clement,
Health Information 		
Management
Lorrie Clow, OR
Michael Clukey,
Information Services
Christine Cullenberg,
Birth Center
Peter Curran, ED
Nicole Dussault, BBCH
Melissa Fairfield, ED
Clarence Fenton,
School of Surgical 		
Technology
Susan Goldberg, ED
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Hector Tarraza
25 Years
Sharon Greene,
Patient Accounts
Ryan Nappi,
Nutrition Services
Slavica Radosavljevic, R3
Mario Rikpa,
Central Services
Esron Sambia,
Environmental Services
Tina Marie Schwarz, BBCH
Meredith Schwarz, Radiology
Robert Trowbridge, 		
Hospitalist
Carrie Walker, ED
5 Years
Ashley Allen, R7
Craig Baron, Security
Julie Blake,
Environmental Services
Rebecca Carey, BBCH
Renee Chapman, NICU
Katherine Collins,
Care Management
Kathleen Cook,
Gibson Pavilion
Lorene Cote, ED
Samantha Cox, BBCH
David Debartolo-Stone, 		
Radiology
Carrie Deschenes, Radiology
Carol Ewan Whyte, MMCRI
Sharon Ferrar,
Linen Processing
Marcel Fredette,
Environmental Services
Sadie Garnache-Poirier, R5
Roland Gouzie,
Building & Grounds
Kathleen Hale,
Patient Care Services
Erica Hamilton, R4
Audra Hatch, Turning Point

Susan Kalokwera,
Environmental Services
Linda Ledoux, Nursing Floats
Sarah Lee, Birth Center
Melissa Lekas,
Building & Grounds
Sarah Lufkin, R3
Crystal MacElree,
Health Information 		
Management
Anne Marquis,
Vocational Services
Blair Miller, BBCH
Cailin Moore,
Nutrition Services
Lisa Morse, Turning Point
Lisa Nutt, R7
Maria Quatrano,
Patient Accounts
Sandra Regios,
Gibson Pavilion
Amanda Roberts,
Gibson Pavilion
Patrick Seitz, Pharmacy
Ashley Shamos, NICU
Donna Smith,
Patient Accounts
Sarah Stowell, R5
Jeff Usher, Nuclear Medicine
Francis Vaughn,
Environmental Services
Sandra Volkernick, ED
Rebecca Vosmus,
Family Center
Ashley Wedgewood, 		
Continuing Care Nursery
Burt Yankiver, Hospitalist
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Upcoming Events
at MMC
Nutrition Symposium
Wednesday,
September 12
7:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Dana Center

Looking Back . . .
A Patient’s View

KAT-Walk & Karo-5K
for Brain Aneurysm
Awareness
Saturday,
September 15, 1 p.m.
Back Cove, Portland
WOW! Rewards
Deadline
Friday, October 12
Your health screening
and health assesment
must be completed by
this date.
For details on these and
other events, check out
the MMC Calendar on
the Intranet homepage.

Photo courtesy Maine Medical Center Archives
It is Summer, 1939. A patient gets a beautiful view from the window
of a private solarium room in the 8-year-old Pavilion. She can press an
electric bell for a nurse when needed. She has a pleasant view of the main
hospital through arched helioglass windows that transmit ultraviolet rays
meant to aid healing. The old building has a distinguished look with its
full growth of ivy, entrance portico, and many towers. Even that original
structure has been completely renovated to provide patients with the same
amenities as those available in the newest unit. With war breaking out in
Europe though, and uncertainty here, Maine General won’t see further
expansion for several years.

What’s Happening is published monthly at Maine Medical

Center for members of the hospital community and for friends
of the institution throughout Maine and northern New England.
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